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Greetings to you,
UltraMarine reader!
If you are anything like me,
new reef-tech and gadgetry is
a constant source of interest
and I do my best to keep up with the latest
developments. Most recently, I was sure
to follow coverage of MACNA 2017 (in late
August) as many companies use this US event
to showcase new products. For those of us
in the UK, the AquaTelford 2017 tradeshow
takes place in mid-October, and I will have
either visted already by the time this issue is
out, or be visiting imminently to cover this
event for a special feature in our next issue
(mid-December). In this show report we’ll get
a good look at some of the new products we
can expect here in the UK, and I’ve already got
certain items that I’m excited to see!
I’m particularly interested in this side of the
hobby at the moment as my own system has
finally got off the ground and I am mid set-up
as I write (you can read about my experiences
so far in this issue). We also have a superb tank
feature this month which comes in the shape
of an interview style piece with Kent-based
reef-keeper Grant Jones, in which he presents
his stunning, established 1500 litre in-wall
system. If my tank ends up even half as good
as this I’ll be happy.
On top of that, we’ve got the usual selection
of fascinating, thought-provoking articles
from our esteemed, international team of
contributors along with multiple ‘close look’
product reviews and pertinent, hand-picked
general news stories from the last couple of
months. Enough with the waﬄe, I’ll let you
dive right into this issue!

John
Research Information Ltd,
Grenville Court, Britwell Road,
Burnham SL1 8DF, England

05 Marine News/Product News
12 Q+A

David Wolfenden answers your marine queries.

17 Close Look - Product Reviews

In our product reviews this issue, Keith Moyle
gets his hands on the new ATK module from
Neptune while John Clipperton installs some
Philips Coralcare LED fixtures and gets a first
look Sicce’s new SDC return pump.
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50 Close-up on Corals: Sun Corals
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If either you or your reef is in need of
brightening-up on a grey Autumn day, the bold
and beautiful corals of the Tubastraea genus
could be just the ticket. James Fatherree tells us
what we need to know.

58 Definitive Guide to: Marine Salt Mixes
Dave Wolfenden makes things crystal clear as
he analyses the very foundation of our watery
worlds and explains that there’s a lot more than
meets the eye when it comes to marine salt
mixes.
66 Project: The Digital Reefer (Part )
In this new series, John Clipperton introduces
his new Red Sea REEFER XXL 625 and explains
some of the modifications he has made as he
juggles the planning, installation and set-up
phase of the project.
72 Open Ocean, Closed Aquarium (Part )
They may be small but they are many! In this
first part of a new series, Kenneth Wingerter
investigates the myriad of tiny organisms that
underpin reef ecosystems - the phytoplankton and their roles both in captivity, and in the wild.
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US reefing veteran Mike Paletta guides us
through the potential minefield of procuring,
acclimating and introducing new corals and
helps us to avoid some of the most common
pests and problems so your prized polypedpurchases get the best start possible.

40 The Magnificent 
In this interview style piece we chat to Kentbased hobbyist Grant Jones and take an indepth
tour of his stunning 7 foot in wall reef system
that boasts it’s very own fishroom to boot.
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28 An Ounce of Prevention

78 Understanding Nitrate & Phosphate

??
72

Management
Keith Moyle tackles this tricky topic and
brings us a useful guide with tons of tips and
techniques to take control of your reef tank’s
nutrient levels... once and for all!
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